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Generalized Koszul resolutions
Satoshi Mochizuki and Akiyoshi Sannai
Abstract
The main objective of this paper is to generalize a notion of Koszul resolutions and charc-
terizing modules which admits such a resolution. We turn out that for a noetherian ring A
and a coherent A module M , M has a two dimensional generalized Koszul resolution if and
only if M is a pure weight two module in the sense of [HM10].
1 Introduction
The main point of this paper is to deal with new theory of complexes and resolutions. More
precisely, the theory of generalized Koszul resolutions and related this notion with pure weight
modules defined in [HM10] and Koszul cubes defined in [Moc11]. To state the main theorem
now we define the notion of generalized Koszul resolution and Koszul cubes.
Definition 1.1 (Generalized Koszul resolutions). A n-cube x in a category C is a contravari-
ant functor from [1]×n to C where [1] is a totally ordered set {0, 1} with the natural order 0 < 1.
For each i ∈ [1]×n, we call x(i) a vertex of x. For each i = (i1, · · · , in), we write x(i− ek → i)
by dki where ek is the k-th unit vector and we assume that ik = 1.
Let f1, · · · , fn be a regular sequence in A.
A Koszul cube associated with f1, · · · , fn is a n-cube x in the category of finite A-modules
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) each vertex of x is a finite free A-modules and their rank is constant. Therefore we can
consider the determinant of its boundary maps.
(2) there are positive integers m1, · · · ,mn and det dki = fmsk for each i = (i1, · · · , in) ∈ [1]×n
and 1 ≦ k ≦ n such that ik = 1.
A generalized Koszul resolution associated with f1, · · · , fn is the totalized complex of a Koszul
cubes associated with f1, · · · , fn.
Now we state the main theorems:
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 7.1). For any finite A-module M and a regular sequence f , g, the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M is pure weight two modules supported on V (f, g) in the sense of [HM10]. Namely, M is
supported on V (f, g) and of projective dimension less than two.
(2) M is resolved by a generalized Koszul resolution associated with f , g.
(3) There is a Koszul cube x associated with f , g such that H0(Totx) is isomorphic to M .
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Conventions. Throughout of this paper, we use the letter A to denote a commutative noethrian
ring with a unit. We denote the category of finite A-modules by MA.
Acknowledgements. The second author is grateful for Kei-ichi Watanabe and Takafumi Shibuta
for stimulating discussion.
2 Definition of weight
In this section, we start from reviewing a notion of pure weight perfect modules over noethe-
rian rings. For more information of pure weight perfect modules over any schemes, see
[HM10]. Mainly we intend to study fundamental properties of pure weight modules over a
Cohen-Macaulay local ring.
Definition 2.1. For an ideal I of A generated by a regular sequence of A and 0 ≦ r ≦ ∞, let
us denote the category of finitely generated A-modules of projective dimension ≦ r supported
on V (I) by MIA(r). One can easily check that MIA(r) is closed under the extensions and
direct summand in MA. Therefore MIA(r) has a natural exact categorical structure. If I is
generated by a regular sequence consisting of r elements, we denote MIA(r) by WtIA and an
A-module in WtIA is said to be pure weight r A-module (supported on I).
Remark 2.2. The definition above is compatible with that in [HM10]. To prove this we shall
notice that the notion of torsion and projective dimension are equivalent for a finitely generated
modules on a noetherian ring (see [Wei94, Proposition 4.1.5]) and that in the notation above,
SpecA/I →֒ SpecA is a regular closed immersion.
Example 2.3. Let f1, · · · , fp be a regular sequence of A, then A/(f1, . . . , fp) is a typical ex-
ample of a module of weight p. We will call such a pure weight module a simple pure weight
module.
A module of weight 0 is a projective module whose support is total space SpecA.
If A is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of Krull dimension d, a module of weight d is just a module
of finite projective dimension and finite length.
If A is not a Cohen-Macaulay ring, the class of A-modules of finite length and finite projec-
tive dimension does not work fine as in the following example in [Ger74]. Let (A,m) be a
2-dimensional local ring which is not normal and SpecA r {m} is regular. Then an A-Module
of finite length and finite projective dimension is the zero A-module.
Rough sketch of proof. Let M be a non-zero, A-module of finite length and finite projective
dimension. Since A is not Cohen-Macaulay, we have inequalities
ProjdimAM ≦ ProjdimAM + depthAM = depthA < 2.
Let
A⊕n
φ
→ A⊕m →M → 0
be a projective (= free) resolution of M . Then we can easily notice that n = m and let us put
f = detφ and let p be one of minimal prime of the ideal (f). Then by Krull’s theorem, we have
ht p = 1 and we can easily notice that Mp 6= 0. But by hypothesis we have SuppM = {m}.
This is contradiction.
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In this section, from now on, we assume that A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring.
Notations 2.4. Let us denote the category of weight p A-modules by WtpA. Since Wt
p
A is
closed under extensions in MA, WtpA can be naturally considered as an exact category.
In this section from now on, we moreover assume that A is local ring of Krull dimension d
Proposition 2.5. Let M be a non-zero, pure weight p A-module. Then M is a Cohen-Macaulay
module of dimension d− p.
Proof. We have two equalities:
dimAM +CodimAM = d (1)
ProjdimAM + depthAM = d (2)
Therefore we have
d− p ≦ depthAM ≦ dimAM ≦ d− p.
Hence we get depthAM = dimAM = d− p.
Corollary 2.6. For a non-zero pure weight module M , its associated prime ideal is minimal.
Proof. It is a general property of Cohen-Macaulay modules.
3 Generality of cubes
In this section, we fix a general notion of cubes. From now on, let C be a category.
Notations 3.1. For a set S, we denote its power set by P(S). That is, P(S) is the set of all
subset of S. By the natural inclusion order, we can consider P(S) as an order sets, a fortiori,
a category. For a map f : S → T between sets, we define its push forward which is an order
preserving map as follows.
f∗ : P(S) ∋ x→ f(x) ∈ P(T ).
Obviously the association above is functorial, we get the functor
P : Set→ Cat
where Set, Cat are the category of sets, the category of categories respectively.
Example 3.2. For a positive integer n, we denote the set of positive integers k such that
1 ≦ k ≦ n by (n] and for a non-negative integer m, we denote the totally order set of integers
k such that 0 ≦ k ≦ n with the natural order by [n]. We put Pn = P((n]). Then we have the
canonical category isomorphism
Pn
∼
→[1]×n
S 7→ (χS(1), · · · , χS(n))
where χS is the characteristic function associated with S, that is, the function χS : (n] → [1]
defined by
χS(k) =
{
1 if k ∈ S
0 otherwise
.
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Example 3.3. For a pair of disjoint sets S, T , we have the canonical category equivalence:
P(S)× P(T ) ∋ (A,B) 7→ A ∪B ∈ P(S ⊔ T ).
Definition 3.4. For a set S, a S-cube in C is a contravariant functor from P(S) to C. We denote
the category of S-cubes in C by
Cub
S(C) := HOM(P(S)op, C).
Since the association HOM(P(S)op,−) is covariant, we get the functors
Cub
S : Cat→ Cat
Cub : Set ∋ S 7→ CubS ∈ END(Cat) := HOM(Cat,Cat).
Notations 3.5. Let S be a set and x be a S-cube in C. For T ∈ P(S) and k ∈ T , we denote
x(S) by xS and call it a vertex of x. we also write x(T r {k} →֒T ) by dx,kT or shortly dkT and call
it a boundary morphism of x.
The following lemma is sometimes useful to treat morphisms of cubes.
Lemma 3.6. Let S be a set.
(1) For any S-cube x, every T , U ∈ P(S) such that T ⊂ U and U r T is a finite set, x(U ⊂ T )
is described as composition of boundary morphisms.
(2) Assume that S is a finite set. For any S cubes x, y and a family of morphisms f =
{fT : xT → yT }T∈P(S) in C, f : x → y is a morphism of S-cubes in C if and only if for any
T ∈ P(S) and k ∈ T , we have the equality dy,kT fT = fTr{k}d
x,k
T .
Example 3.7. Let S be a set.
(1) If S is the empty set ∅, then we have the canonical isomorphism of endfunctors on Cat:
Cub
∅ ∼→ idCat .
(2) We denote the morphism category of C is the category whose objects are morphisms in
C and morphisms are commutative squares in C by Ar C. The assignment C 7→ Ar C above is
functorial, therefore we have the endofunctor:
Ar : Cat→ Cat .
We have the canonical two natural transformations
dom, ran : Ar→ idCat .
Namely, for any morphism f : x→ y in C, we have dom(f) = x and ran(f) = y.
If S is a singleton {s}, then we have the canonical isomorphism of endfunctors on Cat:
Cub
{s} ∼→Ar .
Notations 3.8. For a positive integer n, (n]-cubes are simply said to be n-cubes and Cub(n]
is denoted by Cubn. By the isomorphism in 3.2, we sometimes consider n-cubes as con-
travariant functors on [1]×n. Then for a n-cube x in C, we denote x(i1, · · · , in) by xi1,··· ,in and
x((i1, · · · ,
j
1ˆ, · · · , ip)→ (i1, · · · ,
j
0ˆ, · · · , ip)) by dx,ji1,··· ,1
j
,·,in
or shortly dji1,··· ,1
j
,·,in
.
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Example 3.9. For a pair of disjoint sets S, T , a S-cube in T -cube is canonically considered
as a S ⊔ T -cube. More precisely, utilizing the isomorphism in 3.3, we have the canonical
isomorphism between endfunctors on Cat
Cub
S⊔T ∼→CubS(CubT ).
Example 3.10. Let f1, · · · , fn be elements in A. We define the n-cube Kos(f1, · · · , fn) (or
shortly Kos(fn1 )) in PA by Kos(fn1 )S := A for any S ∈ Pn and djS = fj for any S ∈ Pn and j ∈ S.
Notations 3.11. For a set S and an element k ∈ S, we have the two kind of canonical natural
transformations δkS,dom, δkS,ran : CubS → CubSr{k} defined by the composition
Cub
S(C)
∼
→Cub{k}(CubSr{k}(C))
∼
→Ar(CubSr{k}(C))→ CubSr{k}(C)
where the first morphism is defined in 3.9, the second one is described in 3.7 and the last one
is dom or ran respectively. For a S-cube x in C, δkS,dom(x), δkS,ran(x) are said to be the domain
side k-face, range side k-face of x respectively.
The following lemma is sometimes useful for treating cubes.
Lemma 3.12 (Cube lemma). For the diagram in the category C:
a //

b

x //

__>>>>>>>>
y

??
z
 



// w
@
@@
@@
@@
@
c // d ,
assume that the morphism ~wd is a monomorphism (resp. ~xa is an epimorphism) and every
squares except xywz (resp. abdc) are commutative. Then xywz (resp. abdc) is also commuta-
tive.
From now on, we assume that C has a zero object.
Definition 3.13 (Homology of cubes). Let S be a set, x a S-cube in C and an element k in S.
Assume that for any T ∈ P(S r {k}), there exist a cokernel (resp. a kernel) of dkT∪{k}, then
the k-direction 0-th (resp. 1-th) homology of x is a S r {k}-cube in C denoted by Hk0(x) (resp.
Hk1(x)) and defined by Hk0(x)T := CokerdkT∪{k} (resp. Hk1(x)T := ker dkT∪{k}).
There are the natural quotient and inclusion morphisms Hk1(x) →֒ xT∪{k} and xT ։Hk0(x). The
associations above are functorial, that is, if we assume that any morphism in C admits its
cokernel (resp. kernel), then we have the following functor
Hk0 (resp. Hk1) : CubS(C)→ CubSr{k}(C)
and the natural transformations
Hk1
ιkS→ δkS,dom and δkS,ran
πkS→ Hk0 .
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4 Notations for multi complexes
Now we are fixing the notation of multi complexes in an additive category. We assume that A
is an additive category.
Notations 4.1. For a set S, let us denote the set of maps from S to Z by ZS . It has the natural
term-wise addition, that is, for any f , g in ZS , we define f+g by (f+g)(s) := f(s)+g(s) for any
s in S. Let us recall that for any T ∈ P(S), χT ∈ ZS is the characteristic function associated
with T (see 3.2). In particular for any s ∈ S, χ{s} is denoted by δs.
Definition 4.2 (Multi complexes). For a set S, a S-multi complexes x• in A is a family
{xf , d
x,s
f }f∈ZS,s∈S consisting of objects xf in C and morphisms dx,sf : xf → xf−δs satisfying
the following equalities: {
dx,sf−δsd
x,s
f = 0
dx,tf−δsd
x,s
f + d
x,s
f−δtd
x,t
f = 0
for every f ∈ ZS and s 6= t in S.
For each f ∈ ZS and s ∈ S, dx,sf is said to be boundary map and sometimes written by dsf
shortly.
A S-multi complex x• is bounded if except finitely many f ∈ ZS , xf = 0.
A morphism of S-multi complexes φ• : x• → y• is a family of morphisms {φf : xf → yf}f∈ZS
satisfying the equality:
dy,sf φf = φf−δsd
x,s
f
for any f ∈ ZS and s in S. Let us denote the category of S-multi complexes on A by ChS(A)
and the category of bounded S-multi complexes on A by ChSb (A).
Therefore we get the functors
Ch
S , ChSb : AddCat→ AddCat
where AddCat is the category of additive categories.
Example 4.3. For the empty set ∅, Chφ(A) = A and for an one element set {s}, we write
Ch
{s} by Ch. Ch(A) is the usual category of chain complexes in A by identifying Z{s} = Z. In
this case, for a complex in Ch(A), we simply denote its boundary maps dx,sn by dxn or shortly
dn.
Remark 4.4 (Sign notations). For a non-negative integer n, we have the canonical isomor-
phism of functors
Ch
(n] ∼→Chn
where Chn is the n-times iteration of the functor Ch. For the (n]-multi complex x• in A, we put
d′
k
f := (−1)
n∑
t=k+1
f(t)
dkf for each f ∈ Z(n] and k ∈ (n]. Then one can easily verify {xf , d′
k
f} is
an object in Chn(A). This correspondence gives the isomorphism above. By the identification
above, we say the (n]-multi complexes as the n-multi complexes.
the n-th cubes in A is also naturally considered as the n-th multi complexes in A.
Example 4.5. For a pair of disjoint finite sets S, T , by utilizing the isomorphisms in 4.4, we
have a non-canonical isomorphism of functors
Ch
S⊔T ∼→ChS(ChT ),
Ch
S⊔T
b
∼
→ChSb (Ch
T
b ).
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Definition 4.6 (Total functors). For a finite set S, we define the total functor
TotS : ChSb → Chb
as follows. TotS(x)n :=
⊕
∑
k∈S
f(k)=n
xf and dn :=
∑
s∈S∑
k∈S
f(k)=n
dsf .
For a pair of disjoint finite sets S and T , we fix isomorphisms in 4.5,
α : ChS⊔Tb
∼
→ChSb (Ch
T
b ),
β : Chb(Ch
T
b )
∼
→ChT⊔{∗}
where ∗ is a symbol which is not in T . Then we have the functor TotSα,β : ChS⊔T → ChT⊔{∗}
by the composition of functors below:
Ch
S⊔T
b
α
→ ChSb (Ch
T
b )
TotS
→ Chb(Ch
T
b )
β
→ ChT⊔{∗} .
We often omit α and β in the notation.
5 Admissible cubes
In this section, we will study a specific class of cubes, so called, admissible cubes on an
abelian category. From now on, let us fix an abelian category A and S a finite set. We start
from considering a typical example.
Definition 5.1. A regular sequence f1, · · · , fn is A-sequence if fσ(1), · · · , fσ(n) is also regular
sequence for any bijection σ on (n].
Remark 5.2. For any regular sequence f1, · · · , fn, if the condition below is satisfied, then
f1, · · · , fn is an A-sequence.
For each i, A/(f1, · · · , fi)A is complete for (f1, · · · , fn)-adic topology.
Example 5.3. For a sequence f1, · · · , fn in A, it is A-sequence if and only if for any k in [n−1]
and distinct numbers i1, · · · , ik in (n], a map fik+1 : A/(fi1 , · · · , fik) → A/(fi1 , · · · , fik) is in-
jective. This is equivalent to the n-cube Kos(fn1 ) (for definition, see 3.10) satisfies the following
condition:
For any k in [n−1] and distinct numbers i1, · · · , ik in (n], boundary maps of Hi10 (· · · (Hik0 (Kos(fn1 ))) · · · )
are injections.
In the case, Kos(fn1 ) is said to be the typical Koszul cubes associated with f1, · · · , fn.
Definition 5.4 (Admissible cubes). Let x be a S-cube. If ♯S = 1, x is called admissible if its
boundary morphism is a monomorphism. Inductively, for ♯S > 1, x is called admissible if its
boundary morphisms are monomorphism and if for every k in S, Hk0(x) is admissible.
Lemma 5.5. For an admissible S-cube x in A and distinct elements i1, · · · , ik in S, we have
the canonical isomorphism:
Hi10 (H
i2
0 (· · · (H
ik
0 (x)) · · · ))
∼
→H
iσ(1)
0 (H
iσ(2)
0 (· · · (H
iσ(k)
0 (x)) · · · ))
where σ is a bijection on S.
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Proof. It is enough to prove the case for S = {1, 2}. Then by 3 × 3-lemma, we turn out that
H2(H1(x)) and H1(H2(x)) is canonical isomorphic to the object y in the diagram below.
x11 // //


x01 // //


H20(x)1


x01 // //

x00 // //

H20(x)0

H10(x)1
// // H10(x)0
// // y.
Notations 5.6. For an admissible S-cube x in A and a subset T = {i1, · · · , ik} ⊂ S, we put
HT0 (x) := H
i1
0 (H
i2
0 (· · · (H
ik
0 (x)) · · · )).
Proposition 5.7. Let x be a S-cube in A. Assume that every k-face of x is admissible, then
for any k in S, we have
Hp(Tot
S(x))
∼
→
{
Hp(H
Sr{k}
0 (x)) for p = 0, 1
0 otherwise
.
In particular if we assume that x is admissible, then we have
Hp(Tot
S(x)) =
{
HS0 (x) for p = 0
0 otherwise
.
Proof. We intend to use induction for the number of elements in S. For ♯S = 1, the assertion
is trival. Now let us consider for n♯S > 1. For simplicity, we put T = S r {k}. Let us consider
the spectral sequence associated with the bi-complex TotT (x),
Hvp H
h
q (Tot
T (x))⇒ Hp+q(Tot
S(x)).
Considering the short exact sequences associated with the spectral sequence above
0→ Hv0 H
h
q (Tot
T (x))→ Hq(Tot
S(x))→ Hv1 H
h
q−1(Tot
T (x))→ 0,
and noticing that by inductive hypothesis, we have the isomorphisms
Hhq (Tot
T (x))
∼
→
{
HT0 (x) for q = 0
0 otherwise
,
we get the isomorphisms
Hp(Tot
S(x))
∼
→
{
Hvp(H
T
0 (x)) for p = 0, 1
0 otherwise
.
Hence we obtain the assertion.
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6 Generalized Koszul resolution
In this section, we introduce a generalization of Koszul resolution. Let us start from reviewing
Koszul complexes.
Review 6.1 (Koszul complex). Let f : P → Q be a A-module homomorphism between
projective A-modules. The n-th Koszul complex associated with f is denoted by Kosn(f) and
defined as follows:
Kosn(f)k = Λ
k(P )⊗ Symn−k(Q)
and the Koszul differential dk+1 : Kosn(f)k+1 → Kos
n(f)k is given by
p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pk+1 ⊗ qk+2 · · · qn 7→
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)k+1−ip1 ∧ · · · ∧ pˆi ∧ · · · ∧ pk+1 ⊗ f(pi)qk+2 · · · qn.
Example 6.2. Let f1, · · · , fn be elements in A. We consider a homomorphism f =
(
f1 · · · fn
)
:
A⊕n → A. For simplicity, the n-th Koszul complex associated with f is denoted by Kos(f). No-
tice that Tot(n](Kos(fn1 )), the total complex of Kos(fn1 ) defined in 3.10, is isomorphic to Kos(f)
above.
It is well-known that if f1, · · · , fn forms regular sequence, then Hk(Kos(f)) is trivial for k ≧ 1.
In this section, we intend to generalize this fact.
Definition 6.3 (Generalized Koszul complexes). Let n, m be positive integers and f1, · · · , fn
elements in A. For a family of endomorphisms on A⊕m d = {djS}S∈Pn, j∈S such that det d
j
S =
fj for any S ∈ Pn and j ∈ S, we define the generalized Koszul complex associated with d,
Kos(d) as follows.
Kos(d)k :=
⊕
S∈Pn
♯S=k
FS where FS := A⊕m and its boundary maps are defined by
(−1)
n∑
t=j+1
χS(t)
djS : FS → FSr{j}
on its FS component.
Remark 6.4. The definition in 6.3 is equivalent to that Kos(d) is the total complex of the fol-
lowing n-cube x:
xS := A
⊕m and dsS := dsS for any S ∈ Pn and s ∈ S.
Therefore we also denote x by Kos(d).
Let us recall that a complex E• on an abelian category is said to be n-spherical if Hk(E•) =
0 unless k 6= n.
Theorem 6.5. For a family d as in the notation 6.3 if f1, · · · , fn forms a regular sequence,
Kos(d) is 0-spherical.
To prove the theorem above, we need to use Buchsbaum and Eisenbud Theorem. To state
the theorem, we start from recalling the notation of ideal of minors.
Definition 6.6 (Ideal of minors). Let U be an m × n matrix over A where m, n are positive
integers. For t in (min(m,n)] we then denote by It(U) the ideal generated by the t-minors of
U , that is, the determinant of t× t sub-matrices of U .
For an A-module homomorphism φ : M → N between finite free A-modules, let us choose
a matrix representation U with respect to bases of M and N . One can easily prove that the
ideal It(U) only depend on φ. Therefore we put It(φ) := It(U).
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Theorem 6.7 (Buchsbaum-Eisenbud [BE73]). For a complex of finite free A-modules
F• : 0→ Fs
φs
→ Fs−1
φs−1
→ → · · · → F1
φ1
→ F0 → 0,
set ri =
s∑
j=i
(−1)j−i rankFj . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) F• is 0-spherical.
(2) grade Iri(φi) ≧ i for any i in (s].
Proof of Theorem 6.5. We denote boundary maps of Kos(d) and Kos(fn1 ) by ddk and d
f
k re-
spectively. We also put
ri =
n∑
j=i
(−1)j−i rankKos(fn1 )j =
n∑
j=i
(−1)j−i
(
n
j
)
.
Then we have
n∑
j=i
(−1)j−i rankKos(dn1 )j = mri.
In the notation 6.3 if m = 1, then Kos(d) = Kos(f) and in this case, the assertion is well-known.
Therefore by 6.7, it follows that grade Iri(dfi) ≧ i for any i in (n]. But inspection shows that for
each i ∈ (n], Iri(d
f
i) ⊂ Inri(d
d
i ). Therefore we use Theorem 6.7 again, we turn out that Kos(d)
is 0-spherical.
Corollary 6.8. For a family d as in the notation 6.3, if f1, · · · , fn forms A-sequences, then the
cube Kos(d) is admissible.
Proof. We prove by induction for n. In the case for n = 1, the assertion is trivial. For n > 1,
by inductive hypothesis, we notice that all k-faces of Kos(d) is admissible for k ∈ (n]. For each
k, then by 5.7, we have the isomorphism:
H1(H
(n]r{k}
0 (Kos(d)))
∼
→H1(Tot
(n](Kos(d)))
and by 6.5, we turn out that the groups above is trivial. It means that Kos(d) is admissible.
Definition 6.9 (Generalized Koszul resolutions). Let f1, · · · , fn be an A-sequence.
A Koszul (n-)cube associated with f1, · · · , fn is a n-cube x in MA satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) each vertex of x is a finite free A-modules and their rank is constant. Therefore we can
consider the determinant of its boundary maps.
(2) there are positive integers m1, · · · ,mn and det dsS = fmss for each S ∈ Pn and s ∈ S.
A generalized Koszul resolution associated with f1, · · · , fn is the totalized complex of a Koszul
cubes associated with f1, · · · , fn. Let us denote the category of Koszul cubes (resp. general-
ized Koszul resolution) associated with f1, · · · , fn by Kosf
n
1
A (resp. GKosf
n
1
A ).
Notations 6.10 (Rank and determinants of Koszul cubes). For an n-Koszul cube x, we
define rank of x by rankx := rankx∅. We also define j-th determinant of x by detj x := det dj{j}
for any j ∈ (n].
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Remark 6.11. By 6.5, a generalized Koszul resolution is 0-spherical and by 6.8, Koszul cube
is an admissible cubes.
As in the notation 6.9, we have the totalized functor
Tot : Kos
fn1
A → GKos
fn1
A
which is essentially surjective and faithful.
Remark 6.12 (Compatibility of the definition in [Moc11]). Now let us assume that A is
a noetherian ring such that every finite projective A-module is free. For example, the n-th
valuable polynomial ring over a principle ideal domain or local ring and so on.
Then in [Moc11], the notion of Koszul cubes is defined as follows:
A Koszul n-cube x associated with an A-sequence f1, · · · , fn is an admissible n-cube in MA
which satisfies the following conditions.
(1) each XS is free A-modules for any S ∈ Pn.
(2) For each i ∈ (n], the vertexes of Hk0(x) are in Wt(fi)A .
Utilizing the lemma 6.13 below, we turn out that the definition 6.9 and the definition above is
equivalent if we assume that all fi is a prime element.
Lemma 6.13. Let f be a non-zero divisor. For an A-module homomorphism
ψ : A⊕n → A⊕n
Let us consider the following assertions.
(1) detψ = fα × unit for some α.
(2) Cokerψ is in Wt(f)A and ψ is injective.
The assertion (1) implies the assertion (2). Moreover if we assume that f is a prime element,
then the assertion (2) implies the assertion (1).
Proof. First we assume that the assertion (1). There is the cofactor morphism ψ˜ of ψ such
that ψ˜ψ is multiplication by fα × unit. Hence ψ is injective and Cokerψ has projective dimen-
sion one. Since ψf is an isomorphism, we turn out that Cokerψ is supported on V (f). Now
we assume the assertion (2) and that f is a prime element, then we notice that ψf is an iso-
morphism and it means that detψ is in A×f . Now we turn out that detψ = fα × unit for some
α.
7 Weight two cases
In this section, we assume that A is noetherian commutative ring with unit and let f , g be an
A-sequence. First we give a characterization of weight two modules.
Theorem 7.1. For any M in MA, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is in Wt(f,g)A .
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(2) M is resolved by a generalized Koszul resolution associated with f , g.
(3) There is a Koszul cube x in Kosf,gA such that H0(Totx) is isomorphic to M .
Obviously the assertion that (2) implies (1) and that (3) implies (2) are trivial.
Proof. Let us fix an A-module M in Wt(f,g)A . By replacing f with fα for some α and so on,
without loss of generality, we may assume that fM = gM = 0. Then now we have a surjection
(A/f)⊕n → M with kernel L. Since Wt(f)A is closed under taking kernels of surjections, L is
in Wt(f)A . By considering resolutions of L and (A/f)⊕n, we get the following diagram.
A⊕m //
P

A⊕n
f

A⊕m
U
// A⊕n
Claim detP = unit×fn.
Proof of Claim. First Localize at f for the sequence below
A⊕m
P
→ A⊕m → L→ 0,
we notice that det p
fn
is in A×f . Next localize at g for the sequence above again, we get the
following diagram:
A⊕ng
f
//

A⊕ng //

(Ag/f)
⊕n
≀

A⊕mg
Pg
// A⊕mg // Lg.
Now taking any prime ideal p in SpecAg and localize the diagram above at p. Then since the top
line is a minimal resolution, the vertical morphism as a complex is a split quasi-isomorphism.
Therefore we turn out that detP
fn
is in (Ag)×p for any prime ideal p in A and hence we notice
that detP
fn
is in A×g . Since f , g forms A-sequence, we have the equality A×f ∩ A×g = A× in the
quotient ring of A. Therefore we obtain the result.
Now to get a Koszul cube, we are arranging the square above.
Claim 2 There are n ×m matrix X and n × n matrix V such that UX = gEn + fV where En
is the n-th unit matrix.
Proof of Claim 2. For each k ∈ (n], let us denote one of a pull back of g ek in (A/f)⊕n by the
maps
A⊕m։L →֒ (A/f)⊕n
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by xk =


xk1
.
.
.
xkm

 ∈ A⊕m. Then there is a vector vk =


vk1
.
.
.
vkn

 ∈ A⊕n such that U xk = g ek +f vk
where ek is the k-th unit vector in A⊕n. We put X =
(
x1 · · · xn
)
and V =
(
v1 · · · vn
)
.
Put the matrix U¯ as follows:
U¯ =
(
fV U
X Em
)
where Em is the m-th elementary matrix. Since we have(
−gEn 0
0 Em
)
=
(
En −U
0 Em
)
U¯
(
En 0
−X Em
)
it follows that det U¯ = (−g)n. Now the following diagram is desired x:
A⊕m+n //___
En 0
0 P



A⊕m+n
fEn 0
0 Em



A⊕m+n
U¯
// A⊕m+n
where dotted map is induced from the commutative diagram below:
A⊕m+n
U¯
//

A⊕m+n

L // (A/f)⊕n.
Corollary 7.2. For any M in Wt(f,g)A , there are endomorphisms P , Q : A⊕n → A⊕n such that
M is isomorphic to A⊕n
<ImP,ImQ> and P and Q are similar to the following matrixes:
P ∼
(
fEm 0
0 En−m
)
Q ∼
(
gEm 0
0 En−m
)
where f , g forms a regular sequence.
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